
 

 

Press Release 

 

 

“200,000 explorers join Star Arcade to capture precious diamonds” 

 

25 May 2011, Helsinki, Star Arcade, the global leader for multi player mobile gaming 

today announced the launch of its latest smartphone game “Star Diamonds Capture” 

which has already exceeded 200,000 downloads in its beta phase prior to the official 

launch today. 

 

“Harri Myllyla”, CEO, Star Arcade commented on the launch “Star Diamonds Capture is 

an extremely addictive and amusing game where users need to turn the diamonds 

horizontally or vertically to get them three in a row. However, when you have multiple 

players with different devices in different global locations competing against each other 

the game play becomes more and more competitive.” 

 

“We were overwhelmed with the response as more than 200,000 users found our 

unadvertised beta release and are now regularly playing against each other. Star-Arcade 

is focussed on delivering entertaining social games for the next billion gamers coming 

from the emerging markets of Africa, Asia and Latin America. Providing a true multi 

player and platform experience is our compelling proposition and we plan to continue to 

build on it with the launch of new games such as Star Diamond Capture.”  



 

The free game can be directly downloaded on www.star-arcade.com and is also available 

on the Nokia Store, Android Market, GetJar and the Iphone App Store. The game is also 

going to be launched on Facebook to enable web based gamers to play against other 

Facebook users or their opponents using mobile phones. 

 

Star Arcade is also delivering many other multi player games using a combination of 

“Freemium” and “Advertiser Funded” business models that enable consumers to 

experience most of the games for free and give them the choice of paying a small 

premium for some games.  

 

About Star Arcade: Star Arcade is a global mobile social gaming community delivering 

multi platform games to consumers from fast emerging markets of India, South America, 

Far East and Africa. Star Arcade provides a social network, where anyone can join the 

community and just start playing, regardless of their device, operator or country.  

 

Your opponent can be your neighbor, your best friend or a random game enthusiast from 

another continent. "Star" means many things. It refers to the infinity, to the universe with 

no borders. Star refers also to excellence. That's why we named our arcade "Star Arcade". 

Phone brands, models or operating systems cause no borders.  Star Arcade is just like its 

games. An unexpected global combination and just simply superb by nature. For more 

information visit www.star-arcade.com  
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